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SUMMARY 

Human activities account in various ways for the instabilities of slopes. These-activities 

have been recognized as an important triggering factor that leads to many landslides [1] 

[2] [3]. With the rapid increase of the population and the-economic development in 

some countries around the world, the constructions sites needed for the development of 

the country are rapidly expanding outward,-and the demand for land for a series of 

industries, housing, railways, highways,-roads, water dams, and many other 

infrastructures constructions driven by the-economic development is increasing, 

resulting in the increasing of the terrain-complexity which may induce failures, cause 

many fatalities and strong destruction-in hill slope areas. In these areas, the 

infrastructures are built at the toe, in-the middle, or at the top of the slope through 

excavation, applied loads constructions,-etc. The external load on top of the slope is 

one of the main causes of instability-[4] [5]. Under the action of the upper load, the 

slope will produce a slip surface that does not pass through or under the slope toe, which 

increases the-risk of instability [6]. From the available literature, it has been found that 

the stability analysis of the-slope under building loads has been treated extensively; 

many scholars have earlier-studied the influence of the load applied on the top of the 

slope; Zhihai Zhao-et al . [4], established six slopes models with the building load set 

as variable and-analyzed them by soil mechanism, numerical simulation, and multiple 

regression-analysis to find the influence of the load on the stability of the loess slope;-

they observed that the stability of the loess slope has a significant relationship-with the 

building load, and with the increase of building load, the variation trend-of slope 

stability coefficient is different. In their study on the influence of top-load on the slope 

stability under strong earthquakes in the loess area, Li Xudong-et al . [6], used the 

shaking table test and FLAC3D software, and they found that,-with the increase in 

distance of the top buildings to the slope, the coincidence-area between the top load-

deformation area and the potential sliding surface of-the slope decreases. D.K. Paul and 

Satish Kumar [7], studied the stability of-slopes subjected to building and seismic loads, 

concluding that a slope may fail-in two ways: first, local failure may occur near the 

building foundation; second,-global failure of the slope, including the building 

foundation system, may take-place. Huang Xian-Wen et al . [8], have introduced a new 

random rock contour-algorithm for obtaining a better estimation of limited loading on 

the slope under-top-loading, considering soil-rock slope models with different rock 

contents and-shapes. The building effect on slope stability is an important research topic 

related to-the safety of sloped areas. However, in most of the research, it is either the 

load-or the distance that is considered as a variable, a few studies have considered-both 

as variables. Therefore, in this study, based on a real building construction-project in a 

sloped area, and considering the building load and its applied distance 

as variables, the influence of different building loads with different distances 

from the slope shoulder was studied. By analyzing the total displacement 

with and without load, the maximum shear strain, and the FOS of the slope, the 
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potentially dangerous area of the slope was judge 

2. Slope Model, Soil Parameters, and Analysis Method 

2.1. Slope Model and Soil Parameters 

The slope model size and boundary conditions were designed regarding an actual 

slope, and the loads on top are the base pressure of three different types of 

buildings, which are 120 KPa, 200 KPa, and 300 KPa. The slope model is 120 m 

long, 50 m high, strike direction is 10 m, and the slope angle is 45˚. The physical 

and mechanical parameters of the soil are listed in Table 1 and the slope geometrical 

model is shown in Figure 1. 

2.2. Analysis Method 

Numerical simulation was performed using the finite-difference method through 

FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua), large commercial software. 

3. Result Analysis 

3.1. Slope Total Displacement under Top Loading 

A three-dimensional model was used to simulate the slope stability under the action 

of the building load. 

3.2. Slope Displacement under the Four Working Conditions 

Taking the calculation results of load P = 120 KPa as an example, the cloud map 

when the distances are d = 10 m and d = 20 m is shown as follows 

3.3. Analysis of the Slope Strain under Top Loading 

Still, for P = 120 KPa under the conditions of d = 10 m and d = 20 m, the distribution 

of maximum shear strain increment is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 

3.4. Results of the Safety Factor 

Figure 9 and Table 2 show the change of the slope safety factor considering the 

variation of the distance between the slope shoulder and the applied loads for 

different cases. 
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